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### Title:
**Soloil, Inc. vs. Philippine Coconut Authority: A Case on PCA Fees and Copra Exportation**

### Facts:
Soloil, Inc., a domestic corporation engaged in exporting copra and other coconut products,
was approached by the Philippine Coconut Authority (PCA) for the non-payment of overdue
PCA fees related to domestic sales. Despite a final demand letter sent by PCA in January
1995,  Soloil  failed  to  remit  the  said  fees.  Consequently,  PCA  filed  a  complaint  on  6
December 1995 with the Regional Trial Court (RTC) of Quezon City, alleging Soloil’s refusal
to pay PCA fees amounting to P403,543.29 as of 31 December 1994. Soloil contested the
complaint, arguing that it never engaged in domestic sales of coconut products.

During the trial,  PCA presented evidence to substantiate Soloil’s  outstanding PCA fees
based on copra purchases presumably  for  both domestic  and export  sale,  while  Soloil
maintained its stance of exclusively engaging in export sales. The RTC ruled in favor of
Soloil, finding PCA failed to prove the fees were due to domestic sales, except for a minor
amount unrelated to the principal claim.

PCA appealed to the Court of Appeals, which reversed the RTC’s decision, stating PCA fees
were leviable on all copra purchases by exporters like Soloil, irrespective of the intended
sale market. Soloil’s motion for reconsideration was subsequently denied.

### Issues:
1. Whether the complaint stated a sufficient cause of action given it centered on domestic
sales yet encompassed export transactions during the trial.
2. Whether Soloil was liable for PCA fees amounting to P403,543.29 as of 31 December
1994, despite its claim of only engaging in export sales.

### Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court dismissed Soloil’s petition, affirming the Court of Appeals’ decision. It
ruled that the complaint sufficiently stated a cause of action under Presidential Decree No.
1854 and that PCA fees are applicable to all copra purchases by exporters like Soloil, not
distinguishing between domestic or export utilization. The Court underscored that the law
mandates the imposition and collection of PCA fees from copra exporters to defray PCA’s
operating expenses, aiming to promote the coconut industry’s growth.

### Doctrine:
The case reiterates the principle that when the law does not distinguish, courts must not
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distinguish.  PCA  fees,  under  Presidential  Decree  No.  1854  and  the  Revised  Coconut
Industry Code (Presidential Decree No. 1468), are levied on copra purchases by exporters
regardless of whether the copra is for domestic sale or export. The imposition of PCA fees is
a statutory obligation to support the PCA in its mandate to advance the coconut industry,
with copra exporters required to contribute to this funding mechanism.

### Class Notes:
– **Cause of Action**: Defined by the act or omission violating a right, comprising the right
in favor of the plaintiff, an obligation on the defendant, and an act or omission by the
defendant breaching this obligation.
– **Presidential Decree No. 1854 & 1468**: Details the obligations of copra exporters to pay
PCA fees on all copra purchases to defray PCA’s operating expenses, with no distinction
between domestic and export sales.
– **Legal Presumption of Regularity**: Official documents and actions are presumed to be
regular unless proven otherwise.

### Historical Background:
The imposition and collection of PCA fees signify a regulatory and funding mechanism
devised  to  ensure  the  Philippine  Coconut  Authority  could  independently  finance  its
operations and initiatives for the coconut industry’s development. This case emphasizes the
importance of such fees in enabling regulatory bodies like PCA to fulfill their mandates
without relying solely on government appropriations.


